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Foreu,¡ord

Foreword.

Skanska AB has developed a special concept -the "optima" house -

for the construction of energy efficient and healthy single family
houses. In order that the performance of this house may be thor-
oughly evaluated, a special experimental house was designed and
built by the company. The concept made use the principle of
counterflow or dynømic insulation ôn the attic floor and of a heated
crawl space foundation. The task of carrying out the evaluation was
given to the Departments of Building Physics and Building Science

at the University of Lund Institute of Technology. A comprehensive
program was drawn up, and several ofthe researchers ofthese de-

partments have actively participated in the project. The leaders of
the project were Professor Bertil Fredlund from Dep. of Building
Science and Professor Arne Elmroth from Dep. of Building Physics.
The project is reported in Elmroth and Fredlund (1996). The task of
studying the dynamic insulation was given to me. The measuring
equipment I used was installed by Urban Lund and Rolf Lundberg
who also kept the system running. I would like to express my thanks
to my supervisor Professor Bertil Fredlund, Professor Lars Jensen,

who has investigated dynamic insulation for a long time, Urban Lund,
Rolf Lundberg and Hans Follin who helped me make this report. I
would also like to thank those who have provided the finance, the
Swedish Council of Building Research, the Swedish Building Indus-
try Development Fund and Skanska AB.

Lund, March 1996
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Nomenclature

Nomenclature

A¿
a
ca

ci
edyn

ed,yn,tot

edyn, ømb

Area of the dynamic insulation
Diffusivity
Heat capacity of air
Heat capacity of the insulation
Dynamic energy efÏiciency for insulation
Dynamic energy efficiency for whole house

Measured dynamic energT efficiency with
ambient temperature as Tou¡

Measured dynamic energy efficiency with
attic temperature as Tou¡

Height of insulation
Distance between Tg andTa
Specifrc heat loss for a house with dynamic
insulation
Specifïc heat loss for a house with heat
recovery unit for the air that passes through
the roof
Specific heat loss for a house with heat
recovery unit for all air
Specific heat loss for everything but the
ventilation and conduction through
the dynamic insulation
Specific heat loss for a house without
dynamic insulation
Specific heat loss for a house without
dynamic insulation but with the same
insulation thickness
Total exhaust air for the house

Least squares error function for the
temperature distribution

edyn, øttic

Dt e,tot

Ps

Pnonnol

a
R2o

H
L
Pdryn

Pe

(m2)
(m2ls)
(J/kg'C)
(J/rg"C)
(-)
(-)

(-)

(-)
(m)
(m)

oryfc)

(w/'c)

(TWfC)

(w"c)

oryfc)

(w/"c)
(m3/s)

PU

('c2)
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s Standard deviation in temperature
distribution
Time variable
fime at time step z
Initial time for boundary condition
Temperature
Temperature distribution at time ús

Temperature at x=O

Ambient temperature
Temperature in attic
Measured temperatute at x--tc¡ integrated
over At
Temperature inside house
Temperature at x=L
Reference temperature in equations (3.6, 3.11)
Calculated temperature integrated over At
Calculated temperature in finite difference
calculation. Time step z and r=*¿
Temporary temperature used in finite
difference calculation
Air flow through the insulation
Least squares estimate of the air flow
U value with zero air flow
Dynamic U value for a specific ø
Measured dynamic U value with ambient
temperature asTou¡.

Measured dynamic U value with attic
temperature asTou¿.

Length coordinate
Coordinate for nodej
fime used in integration of temperature
fime step used in finite difference calculation
Distance between nodes in frnite difference
calculation
Heat transfer coefficient for the insulation
Density of air
Density of the insulation
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t
tn

ts

T
7{
Ts
To*b
Totti"

^Átti

Tin
T7
Tout

i,^
rr

u

ue

Unorrnøl

Ud.y,

Udryn,aotb

Ud.yn,øttic

('c)
(s)
(s)

(s)
("c)
("c)
("c)
('c)
('c)

("c)
('c)
('c)
("c)
("c)

('c)

("c)
(m3/m2s)
(m3/m2s)
(wm2"C)
(Wmz'C)

0w/m2"C)

(Tü[/m2'C)

(m)
(m)
(s)
(s)

(m)
(W/m'C)
(kg/ms)
(kg/m3)

tc

,¿j

At
&
&

L

Pø

Pi
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Summary

Summary

This report describes measurements and calculations for a'dynamic'
insulation. The term dynamic insulation implies that part of the
inlet or exhaust air passes through the insulation of a house. The
main reasons for using dynamic insulation with inlet air are: the
dynamic insulation is similar to a heat exchanger for the ventilation
air, the insulation frlters the air to á theoretically very high degree
and the inlet air is preheated, thus providing a high degree of com-
fort in the house. Dynamic insulation can be used in any insulation
in contact with ambient air. The energy efficiency of a dynamic insu-
lation is measured by the 'dynamic IJ value'or an equivalent heat
exchanger efficiency. The efficiency of a dynamic insulation depends
on the amount of air that passes through the insulation. Typically,
the air flow through the insulation is produced by keeping the in-
side of the house at a pressure lower than that of the ambient air.

A house with dynamic insulation in the ceiling was continuously
measured for approximately a year and a half. The house was a sin-
gle storey one family house built at Dalby in the south of Sweden.
The house was constructed in conformity with the Swedish Building
Code. The performance of the dynamic insulation was estimated by
using hourly values of the temperature distribution inside the insu-
lation. The air flow through the insulation was calculated as the air
flow that best fitted the measured temperature distribution. In or-
der that the temperature distribution for a given air flow may be
calculated, the transient and steady state heat transfer equations
were solved both analytically and'numerically. The numerical solu-
tions were used to make hourly calculations of the air flow. The ana-
lybical solutions were used to better understand the importance of
the physical parameters and to verify the numerical solution. The
method described above is here called thegradient method.The main

I
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objective of the study was to investigate the performance of a dy-
namic insulation placed in a realistic environment. The only major
exception to this was that the house was unoccupied during the
measurement period.

The analytical calculations showed that for periods shorter than
6h it was necessary to use a true transient calculation. The most
important parameter was the first term in the series solution of the
transient heat transfer equation. The analytical solution clearly veri-
fred the numerical solution.

The air flow through the dynamic insulation as measured by the
gradient method was 40Vo of the total inlet air. Results from a few
tracer gas and direct measurements indicated a higher flow, but this
could be expected since the gradient method was the only method
that measured the flow in the insulation itself.

The dynamic U value for the insulation was about 0.05 Wm2'C
for the ceiling. The normal U value for the ceiling was 0.16 Wm2"C.
This corresponds to a dynamic enerry efficiency for the insulation of
\íVo.This factor should be multiplied by the proportion of the total
inlet air that passed through the insulation, i.e. 4OVo, to obtain the
total energy efficiency for the ventilation system. The total energy
efficiency calculated this way ís I{Vo.Atheoretical calculation shows
that if LÙOVo of the inlet air were to pass through the insulation, this
would correspond to an enerry recovery ofthe ventilation energy by
227o w}nícÌn for the OPTIMA house conesponds to a power saving of
15 \V/"C or an energJ¡ saving of 1600 kWh/year.

The calculated24}l, average air flow increased slightly with in-
creasing difference between inside and outside temperature. Both
t}lre 24};' and 2h average air flow decreased with increasing wind
speed. The reduction was of the same order as reported in the litera-
ture. No obvious effect of wind direction was found.

The transient calculation showed a daily variation of the air flow
that increased with increasing sunshine. This variation was typi-
cally'r 30Vo of t};,e average flow with the maximum at midnight and
the minimum at noon. This air flow variation could not be detected
in the inlet terminals.

When the ventilation system was turned off and the inlet termi-
nals completely closed, the air flow through the insulation changed
from 0.2 mm/s downwards to 0.1 mm/s upwards. This could be a
dangerous situation if the air moving upwards came from the living

10
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space. The air moving up\Ã¡ards could then create condensation in
the insulation.If the air came from outside, this would only lead to a

higher energy loss.
The measurements in the OPTIMA house showed that the use of

dynamic insulation could not be justified by the energy savings alone.

However, the inlet air was preheated and filtered and there were

fewer ventilation ducts for transporting the inlet air than would be

needed in a house with a heat exchanger system. Taken together,
this makes the dynamic insulation an attractive choice, at least in
theory. In practice the leakage in the rest of the house reduced the
energT saving of the dynamic insulation to about 70Vo of t}re maxi-
mum value and only 40Vo of the inlet air was filtered by the dy-

namic insulation. The general conclusion from the measurements
was that the dynamic insulation requires a house constructed to
much more exacting standards in order to work properly.

11
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Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Dynamic insulation
In'dynamic'insulation, part of the inlet or exhaust air passes through
the insulation. Inlet air is normally used since there is a risk of
condensation if exhaust air is used. This is also called counterflow
insulation since the direction of air flow is opposite to that of heat
flow.When exhaust air is used, this is called parallel flow insulation.
There are three reasons for using inlet air with dynamic insulation:

1. Enerry loss is less than in a house without heat recovery in the
ventilation system.

2. The insulation frlters the air to a theoreticaþ very high degree.

3. The inlet air is preheated, thus providing a high degree of com-
fort in the house.

Dynamic insulation can be used in any insulation in contact with
ambient air. Dynamic insulation is similar to a heat exchanger be-
tween the inlet and exhaust air, but a house with dynamic insula-
tion with inlet air needs fewer ventilation ducts for transporting the
inlet air than a house with a heat exchanger system. The enerry
efficiency of a dynamic insulation is measured by the 'dynamic U
value'or an equivalent heat exchanger efficiency. The efïiciency of
dynamic insulation depends on the amount of air that passes through
the insulation. þpically, the air flow through the insulation is pro-
duced by keeping the house at a piessure lower than the pressure of
the ambient air.
A house with dynamic insulation is sometimes equipped with a heat
pump working on the exhaust air.

13



Dynarnic insulation

Houses with dynamic insulation have been built in France, Fin-
land, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. The first systems were built
at the end of the 70s. (Anderlind 1983, Arquis 1986, Humm 1994,
Söderberg 1984). Thorén (1978) has a patent in Sweden for a dy-
namic insulation system. According to Anderlind, about 60 000 m2
in Sweden and 500 000 m2 in Finland were constructed in the year
1980. Most of these buildings were industrial buildings. Only few
laboratory and full scale experiments have been made (Anderlind,
Arquis, Roots 1994). These experiments mostly show good agree-
ment with the theory. All experiments reported so far have been
steady state ones, i.e. no variation with time has been studied. The
most extensive studies have been performed in the laboratory. The
main goal of the study presented here was to

r Analyse the steady state and transient behaviour of the dy-
namic insulation

o Measure the perforrnance of a dynamic insulation installed in
a house exposed to realistic conditions.

o Measure the importance of wind speed, wind direction, ambi-
ent temperature and sunshine on the performance of the dy-
namic insulation.

1.2 Method
To achieve the first goal above, the transient and steady state heat
transfer equations were solved analytically and expressions for the
energy effi.ciency of the insulation was calculated. To achieve the
second and third goal above , a house with dynamic insulation in the
ceiling was continuously measured for approximately a year and a
half. The house, which was called the OPTIIVIA house, was a single
storey one family house of 11.6 m2 built at Dalby in the south of
Sweden.

L4
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1.3 Literature survey
Some articles and reports regarding dynamic insulation are listed
below with comments.

Boman, C-4., & Matsson, M. (1981). Tbsthouse with dynømic insula-
tion, meøsurements.

The report describes measurements, performed over a year and a
half, of energy consumption and temperature in a house. The house
had counterflow insulation in the external walls and parallel flow
insulation in the floor. The authors stated that the calculated energy
consumption for the house was close to the measured energJ¡ con-

sumption. The enerry saving due to the dynamic insulation was not
given by the authors.

Jensen, L. (1982). Dynømic insulation ønd heat recouery of uentila-
tion ain

This report presents a detailed theoretical calculation of the ther-
mal performance of dynamic insulation. The dynamic insulation was
compared with other heat recovery systems. The author showed that
a counterflow insulation can never be better than a heat exchanger
with the energT efficiency SÙVo.Acombined parallel and counterflow
insulation can reach the energy efïiciency LÙOVo.

Anderlind, G., & Johansson, B. (1983). Dynamic insuløtion, A theo-

retica,I ønølysis of thermal insulation through which d gøs or fluid
flows.

This report gives a full description ofthe steady state theory of dy-
namic insulation. Special attention was given to the temperature
and moisture content of the insulation. The enerry efficiency was
described by the dynamic U value.

Söderberg, D., & Fagerstedt, A. (1984). Dynamic insulation, State of
the ørt of deuelopment, Calculations with respect to uentilation.

The report is divided into two parts. The first part is a literature
survey in the form ofa state ofthe art report. The general conclu-
sion from this was that the usefulness of dynamic insulation for

L5
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dwellings \Mas questionable due to the low ventilation rate but that
the technique looked more promising for industrial buildings. The
second part is a theoretical study of some important topics regard-
ing dynamic insulation: the importance of leakage in the external
walls, the effect of wind speed, the risk of non-uniform flow across
the insulation and the moisture transport in the insulation.

Arquis, E., & Langlais, C. (1986). What scope for'dynamic insula.-
tion'?

The article describes a French study of dynamic insulation includ-
ing full scale laboratory tests. The energy efficiency was described
by the steady state parameters: dynamic IJ value, energT efficiency
for an equivalent heat exchanger and an overall heat recovery efli-
ciency for the whole system. The conclusion from the full scale ex-
periments was that a uniform.air flow distribution is difficult to
achieve in a vertical configuration. A non uniform air flow will al-
ways give a lower energy efficiency than a uniform air flow. The
main conclusion was that conventional insulation techniques re-
mained competitive for dwellings but dynamic insulation offers
greater possibilities for industrial buildings with larger ventilation
rates.

Humm, O. (1994). Dynamic Insulation - Using transmission losses

for building heating.

The article describes two houses in Knonau in Switzerland built in
1990 and measured at least until 1994 when the article was written.
The houses had dynamic insulation in the roof, which was a purlin
roof. The measured energy for heating was SOVo higher than the cal-
culated enerry. According to the author this was enough to justify
the investment in dynamic insulation.

Roots, P. (1994). Skanterra - optirna, a study of the thermal perþrrn-
ønce of an exterior wall design.

The report describes a steady state full scale laboratory measure-
ment of a wall with dynamic insulation. The wall was an'OPTIMA
wall'which was constructed in a way similar to the OPTIMA roof
described below. The dynamic U value was calculated from tempera-
ture measurements in the wall. When the living space side of the

16



Introduction

wall had a negative pressure compared with the ambient air side of
the wall, SOVo of the air passed through leakage paths in the wall
and.60Vo through the insulation. When air was extracted directly
from the inlet ducts ,\OVo passed through leakage paths in the wall
and 707o through the insulation. The measured U value when the
air flow was zero was higher than the calculated one. The author
drew the conclusion that natural convection in the wall was respon-
sible for this increase in the U value.
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Physica.l mod,el for heøt ønd øir flow

2 Physical Model for Heat
and Air Flow

This chapter describes the equations that are the basis for this study.
Some simple conclusions will be drawn from the analytical solu-
tions. When no other value is stated, the values for the physical pa-

rameters apply for the OPTIMA house. These values are described
in table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Physical parameters for the OPTIMA house.

Heat transfer coeffi.cient for the insulation
Heat capacity of air
Heat capacity of the insulation
Density of air
Density of the insulation

L = O.O42 Wm'C
cø = 1005 J/kg"C
c; = 1000 J/kg"C

Pø= L.27 kg/m3

P¡ = L9 kg/mg

2.1 Basic equations
The air passes through the loose fill insulation at low velocity (- 0.2
mm/s) which permits the use of a simple laminar model. For the
macroscopic behaviour it is convenient to describe the loose frll in-
sulation as homogeneous and isotropic.With these assumptions the
steady state heat transfer equation in one dimension is (Anderlind
1980):

L9
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À
d2r(x)
-æ-

dT(x)- upa%ã - o (2.7)

The boundary conditions are:

T(0) = 7o T(L) = TL (2.2)

where ? is the temperature in oC, Â is the heat transfer coefficient
for the insulation , u-0.210-3 m/s (= 0.2 mm/s ) is the air flow which
is positive in the direction of increasing * (m), po is the density of
aít,co is the heat capacity of air andZ is the height of the simulated
part of the insulation. The upper part of the insulation is r=0 and
the lower part is x=L.Th.e air flow is downward towards the living
space.

To be precise, ¿ is not really the speed ofthe air but the total air
flow that passes through one square metre of the insulation. The
unit for ø is m3/m2 s. The local speed in the material will thus be
higher due to the porosity of the loose frll insulation. Only the mac-
roscopic behaviour of the insulation will be studied here, and for the
sake of convenience the units m/s or mm/s will be used throughout
this report.

The transient heat transfer equation in one dimension is:

(2.3)

with the initial and boundary conditions

T(x,ts) = F@) T(O,t) = ToG) T(L,t) = TtG) (2.4)

where ú is the time is seconds, p¿ is the density of the insulation and
c¿ is the heat capacity of the insulation. Equation (2.3) can also be

written:

^ ò2T(x,t)" a*'
òT(x.t) ðT(x,t)- u Pa"" a" = Pici At ,

ò27(x,t)
Q,--;-

ðx"

ðT(x,t) òT(x,t)

20

-av
àx òt

(2.5)
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where ø (mz/s) is the diffusivity of the insulation. The ratio of con-
vection to conduction is described by (m-1¡. The product ø . v is the
thermøl uelocity.It describes at what rate the temperature would
change if diffusion were neglected. For the OPTIMA house the ther-
mal velocity was typically 0.01 mm/s, i.e. it would take roughly 8h
for a thermal front to pass through an insulation of 0.3m if the con-
duction were neglected.

v= ttpocolL =6m-l
ø= À'l p¡ c¡ = 2.2 '10-6 m2ls

dv - uP-oco- = 18 . 1o-6 m/s
pici

(2.6)

2.2 Solution to the steady state equation
The analytical solution to the steady state temperature distribution
(2. 1) is straightforward:

(2.7)

The solution is thus an exponential function that will approach a
straight line for decreasing z.

2.3 Solution to the transient calculation
The solution to the general transient temperature distribution is
very complex. Instead oftrying to solve the general problem the prob-
lem of zero initial conditions and a step change at x=O is studied.
The new initial and boundary cortditions are thus:

(2.8)T(x,O)=O, T(O,t)-Ts, T(L, t)=0

2L
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The standard approach is to use the Laplace transform in the time
domain. The calculations are shown in appendix A. T\vo solutions
are possible; one short term and one long term solution. For a dy-
namic insulation the long term solution is of more importance. Only
the long term solution of equation (2.5 ) is presented below.

T(x,t) - 
"xv127

sinn ](z-*)
,L
2

sinh

+ ){-r)"
(

e\
ú sin Tr"-O

ov2 on2n2

-!-
4't]

]=',[

vx
1

"nL -I

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

n=L v2L2 nn_+_
Ùnn 2

The solution is thus the sum of an infinite series. The steady-state
solution is approached for large t:

T(x,*¡ - 
"xv 

12
sinrr ]tz-r) e

1uL
2

sinh

The terms in (2.9) decrease exponentially in time. The behaviour of
the first term is:

"-(ov"/+ 
+aæ'll?)t 

= ¿-t/r

_1ro,
': dvz/4 +øfrz lL2 

=*6 tsr

where r (s) is the time constant that will be used in the following.
The table below shows the value of for some differettt u, (Z=0.3m):
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Table22 Relationship between r andu for the OPTIMA house.

z (mm/s)
z (min)

0.0r.
69

0.1
68

1.0
22

2.O

7

0.5
45

The ratio of the transient to the steady state temperature for z=0.05-
0.5 mm/s is plotted in frgure 2.1 as a function of tlr. The relation-
ship between the temperature and tlr ís faitþ constant for different
air flows ø. It is therefore reasonable to use zin describing how long
the transient behaviour from a step change lasts in the insulation.
The time constant depends heavily on the air flow: rz. The ratio of
the transient to the steady state temperature for r=0.05-0.25 m is
plotted in fïgure 2.2 as a function of the dimensionless fraction ú/ø.

T(0.25, t)lr(0.25)
1.0

0.9

0.8

o.7

0.6

0.5

o.4

0.3

o.2

0.1

0.0
0 1 3 ô 6

t/¡

Figure 2.1 The ratio of the transient to the steødy state temperature
for u=0.05-0.5 mm I s , (x=0.25 m) a.s ø function of t I c.

42

u=0.05 rnm/s

u=0.3 mm/s

z=0.5 rnrn/s
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T(x t) /T(x)
1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

012345678
tlr

Figure 2.2 The ratio of the trønsient to the stead.y state temperature
for x=0.05-0.25 m, (u=0.2 mm ls) øs ø function of t I r.

If the air flow is 0.1mm./s, about SOVo of the effect of a step change
will thus be reached in t hour al x=0.25m and about 907o will be
reached in 3.5 hours. If conduction is neglected a thermal front will
need 8h to pass through an insulation of 0.3m. Heat transfer by
convection is thus somewhat smaller than the heat transfer by con-
duction in the dynamic insulation in the OPTIMA house.

The calculation above suggests that for time periods shorter than
Sror approximately 6h it is necessary to use a transient calculation.

The ratio of the transient to the steady state temperature at x=0.25
for n=L,2 and 20 is plotted in frgure 2.3. The solution (2.9) requires a
smaller number of terms with increasingú.A solution with¿=1 gives
a relative error smaller t}nan LÙVo for t>t and a solution ,x'ith n=2
gives a relative error smaller than lVo.T}:re solution (2.9) with ¿=1
is:

T(x,t)- 
"xv12

sinh f (L- x\2' '_n-tlr
sinh f ¿

2

. n.-sln - 
(L- xlL'

v2L2 n_+_
8n2

- 
x=O.26

- 
x=0.2O

. .... ¡=0.15

- 
,=0.10

---- *=0.05

24
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Physical model for heat and air flow

For times shorter t};^an t=0.2r, n=20 is not enough to give satisfac-
tory relative accuracy. The short term solution presented in appen-
dix A must then be used.

T(0.25, t)lT(0.25)
1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

32.52

t /,¡,

0 0.5 1.51 3.5 4

Figure 2.3 The ratio of the transient to the stea.dy state temperature at
x=0.25m for n=7,2 and 20, (u=0.2 mm ls) as a. function of
tlr.

-n=L-'-n=2
n=20
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3 Energy Consumption

(^#+ (r¡n-r(x))#r""")

The enerry consumption of a house with dynamic insulation can be
described by the 'dynamic If value', dynamic enerry efficiency or a
total energy saving. The dynamic U value is used when the house is
described as a norrnal house without heat recovery in the ventila-
tion system. This leads to a low U value for the dynamic insulation.
The dynamic enerry effrciency is used when the house is described
as a house with a heat exchanger between inlet and exhaust air. The
total enerry saving is used when the house is compared without
dynamic insulation but with the same insulation thickness.

3.1 D;mamic U value: U*,
To calculate the dynamic U value two houses are compared: one house
with dynamic insulation and one house with the same air flow but
without any heat recovery system for the ventilation. The total en-
erry consumption of these two houses is equal for a certain U value
of the normal house. This U value is called the dynamic U value =
Ud.yn. The energy consumption for the house with dynamic insula-
tion is:

Ad

+(1 - /) Qp o co . (T¡n - Tou¡) + Ps (T¿n - Tout) = Pd.yo (T¡o - Tss¡)

(3.1)
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Dynamic insuløtion

where Q (m3ls) is the total air fLow , A¿ (m2) is the area of the dy-
namic insulation and/(-) is the proportion of the air flow that passes
the dynamic insulation. The parameter Pg describes all other spe-
cific enerry losses in the house divided by the temperature differ-
ence between inside and outside. The parameter P¿rn descrrbes the
total specific energy loss for a house with dynamic insulation. The
enerry consumption for the house without dynamic insulation, with
a different If value, is:

A¿ . U ayn (\n - T6s) + Q Pø co (4., - Touù + Ps(T¡, - Tou)

= &¡(\*-Tout)

These two enerry consumptions are equal for a certaínU¿rn.

P¿yo= &l

The air velocity through the insulation is:

(3.2)

(3.3)

u =f8 (3.4)A¿

The U value is now calculated as

u*n=?ry+ (rout-r(x)) ff 0""")O;*, (8.5)

The U value is independent of r. The choice of Tou¡ and T¡n defines
what part of the construction U¿rn represents.If T¡n is the inside
temperature and Tou¡ís the ambient temperatureTo*6, the ceiling,
insulation and roof are included inU¿rn.If Tss¡ is chosen as the attic
temperature Tøttic only the ceiling and insulation are included. If
steady state conditions are assumed (3.5) becomes, with the use of
the air velocity ø:

- uPaca

4n-Tout

Tr-To
Udrn
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Energy Consurnption

where Z is the distance between the points where the temperatures
T7 and ?e are measured.If it is assumed that the full height of the
insulation is .t/ and that all the thermal resistance occurs over the
insulation, í.e. T ou¿=T g and T ¡n- T a, equation ( 3. 6 ) becomes :

f QPocorr uPacø
u dyn - gwfin 

^-
Ao(ef Qo"""Ht( AÐ -L) (3.7)

Figure 3.1 shows U¿rn according to (3.7) and the flow u as a function
of the proportion,f of the inlet air that passes through the dynamic
insulation.

U¿o, (Wlmzß ¿ (mm/s)
0.5

0.L4

0.12

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

f (-)

Figure 3.1 The dynømic U ualue according to (3.7) and the flow u øs
ø function of the proportion, f, of the inl.et air that pøsses

through the dynamic insulation (H=0.3rn).

3.2 Dynamic energy efficienc!: c¿yn

Jensen (1982) and Arquis (1986) shows that the dynamic energT
efTiciency is perhaps a more adequate parameter for a dynamic in-
sulation than the dynamic U value. To calculate the dynamic enerry

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

_ U¿rn
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effrciency two houses are compared: one house with dynamic insu-
lation and one house with the same air flow but with a heat ex-
changer between inlet and outlet air. The enerry consumption of
these two houses is equal for a certain value of the energ:y efïiciency
for the heat exchanger. This value is here called the dynamic energy
efficiency = €d.yn.The energy consumption for the house with a heat
exchanger is:

Ad, .Unor*ol (T¡n - Tou) + (L - e¿rr) f I p" co (T,, - Tout)

+(1 - /) Q p o co (T¡n - Tes) + Ps(T¡, - Tou) = P"(T¡n - Tout)

Note that only the air that should have passed through the dynamic
insulation (/Q) is used in the heat exchanger.In (3.8) Unor*ot is the
U value of the investigated building component with the air flow set
to zero. This energy consumption is equal to the energy consump-
tion of the house with dynamic insulation:

1+-
uPøcø

Unor*ol -

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

PePd*

The dynamic energy efficiency is now calculated as

€d.yn =1-h:!9tin - rout

?\ dT(x)
Tin -Tout dx

The energy efficiency should be independent of r. The choice of Tou¡

and. T¡n defines what part of the constructioî ê¿yn represents, as

above for U¿rr. If steady state conditions are assumed (3.10) be-
comes:

edyo -Unormal ,

uPacø

."up "c"LlL (To - Tou) + Tout - TL

("uo "" "r. 
I x - t)g* - Tout)

where Z is the distance between the points where the temperatures
T7 and Ts are measured. If we assume that the full height of the
insulation is I/ and that all the thermal resistance occurs over the
insulation, í.e. T ou¡-T g and T ¡n=T tr, equation (3. 1 1 ) becomes :
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À
edyn

upocoH
1

e"wEn- (3.12)

The enerry efficiency can never be more than 0.5 for a dynamic in-
sulation and this value is reached for air flows close to zero.

3.3 Total dlmamic energy efficiency: edyn,tot

If the house with dynamic insulation is compared with a Louse with
a heat exhchanger betweenøll inlet and outlet air, the total dynamic
enerry efTiciency: êd.yn,tot is obtained. This is the total energy effr-
ciency for the house seen as one system.The energ¡¡ consumption for
a house with a heat recovery unit ón all air is:

Ad . U nor*ol (T¡, - Tou) + (L - e¿rn,¿o) Q P" co (T¡o - Tout)

(3.13)
+Pg (T¿r'Tou) = Pe,tot (T¡n -Tos¡)

This energy consumption is equal to the enerry consumption for the
house with dynamic insulation for a certain ed.yn,toti

Pd.yn = Pe,tot (3.14)

After some calculations we have:

ed,yn,tot=f'edyn (3.15)

The total enerry efficiency takes into account the fact that only a
fraction, f,of t};.e inlet air has actually passed through the dynamic
insulation. The total enerry consumption of the house is the sum of
the ventilation enerry, the heat loss due to conduction through the
dynamic insulation and the heat loss due to conduction in the nor-
mal external walls. The heat loss in the normal walls does not de-
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Dynarnic insulation

pend on/but the other two heat losses do so.In figure 3.2 the energy
efficiency e¿rn,t};.e total energy efficiency ed.yn,tot are shown as func-
tions ofl.

e¿yat e¿X,r¡,øt Ç)
0.50

o.ß

0.Q

0.35

0.30

0.25

o.n

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

0.0

Figure 3.2

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

f (-)

The energy efficiency e¿rn ønd. the total energy efficiency
ed.yn,tot for the OPTIMA house. The calculation is based on
53 I ls exha,ust air for f=7.

3.4 Relative energy saving: 4
T\vo ways of describing a dynamic insulation have so far been pre-
sented: as a heat exchanger with equivalent energy effrcíency e¿rn
between inlet and outlet air or as a wall with an equivalent U-value
U¿yn.A third way of describing a dynamic insulation is to calculate
the energy saving compared with an identical house but with no
treatment of the inlet and outlet air. This relative enerry saving is
denoted 4:

(3.16)

Note that 4 does not depend on the heat losses in the rest ofthe house
Ps.

Pnor*ol - Pdnn

' Pnor*ot - Po

- 

edyn

- - ' eflvatnt

¿---l---.-.-,
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It is possible to calculate h theoretically. With the same assump-
tions as in (3.7) and (3.12) l¿ becomes:

q= 1(
1,+upocoH / ),1

up ocoH /)'
1t-^'1_ 

"upncoH/L

(3.17)

This function is shown in figure 3.3 as dependent on the
dimensionless numbet u pa co H I L which is the ratio of convection
to conduction for a dynamic insulation of the height.Fl.

4c)
0,25

0.20

0.10

0.05

0.00

456
u pacaHlL (-)

Figure 3.3. The relatiue energy søuing q a,s d function of the dirnen-
sionless number u p^c^H/L

Obviously 4 has a maximum for u po co H I )" = L.79 and this maxi-
mum is 0.23. This means that the relative energT saving with a dy-
namic insulation of counter flow type can never be more than23Vo.
Figure 3.4 shows the enerry efficiency e¿rnt'he relative enerry sav-
ng n and the energìy loss through conduction and ventilation per
square meter (P¿rn-PgYA¿ in the ceiling in the OPTIMA house as a
function of the height of the insulation.F/.

0.15

0123 78910
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edyn, 4 G) (Payn-PùlA¿ fW¡# "Cl
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Figure 3.4. The energy efficiency e¿rnthe relatiue energy sauing r7 a,nd
the energy loss through conduction ønd, uentiløtion per
squdre rneter (P¿rn-Pç) lA¿ in the ceiling in the OPTIMA
house øs a function of the height of the insula.tion H. The
calcula.tions øre based on f=100Eo ønd the total flow 53 I ls.

From figure 3.4 it is clear that the energy loss rapidly decreases for
the first 0.1 m of insulation and then only very slo\Mly decreases
when the insulation is increased even more. Clearly an, in some sense,
optimal thickness of the insulation is about 0.2 m. The actual height
in the OPTIMA house was 0.3 m.

If one assusmes that only the fraction f of the inlet air passes
through the insulation equation 3.17 becomes:

upocoH /),,

1l= 1+
1_ 

"uPocoH 

lîu (3.18)

Figure 3.õ shows the total enêrry efTiciency ed.yn,tot the relative en-
erry saving 4 and the energy loss through conduction and ventila-
tion per square meter (P¿rn-Ps)/A¿ in the ceiling in the OPTIMA as
a function of the fraction/.

t(
L+upocoH / (11) [

.-.-' edyn

-q
- 

(P ¿y"-Pù/A¿¡.
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edyn,tot t n G) (P ø,-P ùlAo {Wm2'C)
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Figure 3.5. The total energy fficiency ed.yn,totthe relatiue energy søuing
r7 and the energy loss through cond'uction and uentiløtion
per squale meter (P¿rn-Pa) lA¿in the ceiling in the OPTIMA
house øs a function of the fraction f of the inlet øir thøt
passes through the insuløtion, The calculøtions øre based on
H=0.3m, a total air f'low Q= 531ls and an dynøm'ic areø
A¿=176 rn2.

From figure 3.5 it is clear that the maximal relative energy saving 4
for the OPTIMA house is about ISVo or e¿yn,¡6¡=23Vo.If 40Vo of the
inlet air passes through the insulation the numbers ate tÌ=LZVo and
e¿yn,¡s¿=L5Vo.The energT loss through conduction and convection per

"q..rur" 
meter (P¿rn-Pg)/A¿ decreases from 0.71to 0.58Wm2'C when

/incerases from 0 to lÙOVo.According to Elmroth and Fredlund (1993),

the heat losses in the normal walls amount to 82 \\ry'C in the OP-

TIMA house.If f is increased from 0 to 100 Vo,i.e. a "perfect" house,

the total energy consumption for the house decreases from
82+116x0.7L4=165 to 82+116x0.580=150W"C, i.e.by I Vo.

' Q ¿yn,tot

.10
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4 The OPTIMA House

The OPTIMA house was a single storey one family house with a

living area of 116 m2. The house is described in detail in Elmroth
and Fredlund (1993). Measurements have been carried out over ap-
proximately a year and a half. The house was unoccupied during
this period.

In the OPTIMA house the ambiént air passed from the outside
into the attic through 0.3 m of loose fill insulation and into a small
air space over a rypsum board. The air passed into the living space

through frve inlet terminals in the gypsum board. The exhaust air
passed to a central fan through five air outlets. The ventilation rate
was set to 60 Vs or 0.75 ach. The house had a negative pressure of
approximately L2 Pa compared with outside. Figure 4.1 shows the
paths that the air was supposed to take in the house.

Figure 4.1 The design flow paths for the air in the OPTIMA house
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The U values for the different building components were

Table 4.1 Design U values , areas of building components and fabric
Iosses.

Building
component

U value Area
0v/m2'c) (m2)

Fabric loss
(\4ryC)

Roof
Walls
Floor
Windows
Doors

(0.05)

0.30
0.L4
1.80
1.00

116.0
99.0

116.0
L7.2
5.0

353.2

(5.8)
29.7
16.2
31.0

5.0

(87.7)

The design U value for the roof is the'dynamic U value'which incor-
porates the energy savings from the ventilation air. The normal Lf
values of different parts of the roof are set out intable 4.2:

Table 4.2 The U values of the different building components in the
roof and ceiling.

Building component U value
('wm2"c)

Ceiling+insulation
Ceiling+insulation+j oists
Ceiling+insulation+roof
C eiling+insulation+roof+j oists

0.163
0.L77
0.158
o.t7
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5 The Gradient Method

The important question was whether the air passed through the
insulation or through leakage paths in the rest of the house. Three
different methods of measuring the air flow through the insulation
were used in the OPTIMA house:

1. Measurement of the temperatûre gradient inside the insula-
tion.

2. Tracer gas technique.
3. Direct measurements of air flow in the inlet terminals.

In the study presented here the first method was used. This is here
called t}ne grødient method. Comparisons with the other two meth-
ods will be presented.

The gradient method is an indirect method. The goal is to find the
air flow for which the theoretically calculated temperature distribu-
tion fits the measured temperature distribution as closely as possi-

ble.The least squares method is used to determine this fit.The main
difficulty in the gradient method is to calculate the temperature
distribution for a given air flow and to minimize the least-squares
error function. The temperature disribution can stem from either a
steady state or transient calculation. Both techniques were used in
the OPTIMA house.
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5.1 Experimental set-up
The temperature distribution in the OPTIMA house was found by
placing five thermocouples in a vertical column inside the insula-
tion. The thermocouples were positioned 0.3 m from the nearest ceil-
ing joist. The vertical distance between the thermocouples was 0.05
m. The temperatures were measured every third minute and inte-
grated over one hour. Only hourly integrated values were thus avail-
able. Four such columns were placed in the insulation. They were
evenly distributed over the area and placed so as not to be disturbed
by installations in the attic. For column I to column 4, the distances
to the nearest air inlet were 2.4 m,3.4 m, 6.5 m and 2.7 m respec-
tively.

exhaust air device

supply air ilevice

Figure 5.1" The positions of the..inlet terrninals a,nd the columns with
thermocouples.
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5.2 Steady-statecalculation
Steady state, i.e. time independent, conditions were assumed. The

solution to the steady state heat transfer equation in one dimension
(2.1) is (2.?). The temperatures in the insulation were measured at
five points: TLfr, Tzü ...Tsü with the r coordinates 11, x2 . . rg.Tlne

temperatures ïr/ere hourly values or an average over up to 24 hours.

The average time is denoted by At.The temperatures T1ü andTS^t

were used as boundary conditions for the analytic solution.

TO=Tte TZ=TfÆ trl=0 ,c5=L (5.1)

wí+h T(x,u)=T(x) for a given u, the nonlinear least squares error
function Rz(u) can now be constructed:

4

n2@) =\(T(*i,u)-T¿)2 (5.2)
i=2

The problem is now to minimise n2@) with respectto u.To find the
minimum of R2(u) the Brent's method as written in Press et al (1986)

is used. Brent's method is a mix between golden section search and
parabolic interpolation. The value of ø where this minimum occurs

is called u" and is thus a nonlinear Ieast squares estimate of the
true air flow. An approximate value of the standard deviation s of
the temperatures T(x¡u")-T ¿ ís:

R2(u") /2 (5.3)ù-

The unit for s is ("C). A low value of s indicates that the model (2.7)

is physically realistic. In order to make the calculation as accurate

as possible, the value of.thermal conductivity according to Johansson

and Löfsröm (1992) was used:

L= 0.5/(L3.02-O.O82n (5.4)

where ? is the temperature in oC.
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5.3 Transient calculation
To solve equation (2.5) a finite difference model was used. The insu-
lation was divided into a series of mesh nodes, typically 9 nodes. The
temperature was calculated at these nodes at specific times. Each
node was separated by the distance ôr. The step in time was &. The
finite difference model used here was the MacCormack method,
(Anderson 1984):

Predictor: Tf*t =ri -**(rÍ'.--ri)
* "þ(ri-t-2ri *ri-r)

correcror: rl*, =;lri *rl*, - **(¡f*t - ryit)*

"Sçrfi -2rr,+t.ryi')l

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

The temperature at time ú, starting with given initial and boundary
conditions, can thus be found by taking small steps in time. All the
results presented here were calculated with I nodes. The measured
temperatures were hourly integrated values. The initial condition
fl(r) and boundary conditions ?o(t) and Ta(t) wete therefore not
known at specific times. The method used here was to guess an ini-
tial temperature distributio n 1û (x),use the integrated temperatures
Tye andTge asboundary conditions over one hour and then calcu-
late temperatures with (5.5-6) up to the next averaging time step Æ.
The calculated temperature at the nodes where the temperature
was measured was integrated over At:

"(
1

"j) =
AT

h+at
2 riæ

tn=to

witn â(", ,"¡ = i1"r7 for a given u, t'heleast squares error function

n2@) is constructed
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4/ \2
nzfu\= i,[ iþ¡,u)-r¡l (5.8)\/L¿Iv

j=2\ )

The function Rz(u) is minimised as before with respect to u to find
the least squares estimate u" of tþLe air flow. The temperature distri-
bution for u" is used as initial condition for the next calculation.
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6 Verification of the Gradient
Method

The calculation was verified with the anaþical solution described
in section 2.3 and an accurate numerical solution using 100 nodes

instead of 9 which was used in the normal calculations. rWith the
analytical and the accurate numerical solutions, files with data or-
ganised as the measured data were produced, i.e. hourþ values at
five locations in the loose fill insulation. The air flow was constant
at 0.2 mm/s but the temperature at the upper surface varied sinu-
soidalty with the amplitude 5"C. When the model with I nodes cal-
culated the air flow from these files the agteement \ryas very good.

Figure 6.1 shows that the enor after 12h was only 0.002 mm./s or
lVo.

Flow(mm/s) Surface temp ('C)
0.210 0

-2

-4

-6

-8

-10

-L2

-L4

-16

0.205

24

hou¡

30 36 42 48

The 2h o,uerage u" based, on the numericøI ønd ønalyticøl
solutions and the surface temperatures used for these cøses.

The øir flow used in the sirnula.tions was 0.200 mm ls.

0.200

0.195

0.190

067218

trlow (analvtic solution)
F low lnu:rierical solution)
Surface temp ("C)

Figure 6.1
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The agreement between the analytical solution and the accurate
numerical model was excellent. The accurate numerical model was
then used to test more complicated situations with varying air flows
and temperatures. The agreement was good, even for complicated
patterns of temperatures and air flows. The absolute error in air
flow was less than 0.025 mm,/s with an average of 0.005 mm/s. The
estimated standard deviation s \Mas less than 0.05"C. The results
when the difference between ft and ?5 was less than 4 degrees were
not used due to an increase in the error as the temperature differ-
ence decreased.

The steady state method was used only for 24n- averaged values.
The transient method was used for 2h and 6h averaged values.
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7 Results

The exhaust ventilation during the measurement period was ap-

proximately 60 vs. If all air passed through the insulation the air
flow would be 0.5 . 10-3 m3/m2 s = 0.5 mm/s. The material param-

eters are described in table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Physical parameters for the OPTIMA house.

L = 0.5/(1S.O2-O.O82D Wm'C
co = 1005 J/hg'C
c; = 1000 J/hg"C
pa = L.27 kg/-B
P¡ = 19 kg/-3

These values are valid at 5'C except for Â which varied with tem-
perature according to (5.4). The temperature gradient \Ãlas meas-

ured with four columns of thermocouples.

7.1 Air flow 24}i. average

Figure 7.1 shows the average air flow u" andthe ambient tempera-
ture over the period 930224-930420. The air flow was calculated with
the steady state method using lhe24 hour average(At=24h). Figure
7.2 shows the average air flow u" and the ambient temperature over
the period 930828-931106. The average standard deviation s was in
all cases less than 0.3'C.
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Figure 7.1 The 24h uuera.ge u" ønd the ambient temperøture for the
period 930224-930420.
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Figure 7.2 The 24h a,uerøge u" ønd, the ømbient temperature for the
period 930828-931106.
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Results

The average ue was 0.19 mm/s for the period 930224-930420 and
0.17 mm/s for the period 930828-931106. This represents a total air-
flow of 22L/s and 1.9.7 Vs respectively. Measurements of the outlet
air show a slight decrease over the year: from 62 Vs duringthe spring
to 59 Vs during the autumn.

7.2 Tracer Eàs, direct and gradient methods

Direct measurements showed that the air flow to the air outlets was

about 58 Vs. Measurement over an orifice plate in the duct showed

that the exhaust air should be 63 Vs. Direct measurements showed

tinat 27 Vs came in through the inlet terminals. The airtightness of
the house was 1.7 ach at 50 Pa negative pressure.

During the period 930123-930206 tracer gas experiments were
performed by Björn Hedin (1994). The inlet terminals were either
modified to be as open as possible or were in the normal position.

The results from the tracer gas, direct and gradient measurements
are summarised in table 7.2 and figure 7.3. The flow in Vs is calcu-

lated by multiptying the air flow in mm/s by the area 116 m2. This is
probably an overestimation of the air flow since the joists decrease

the insulated area. The total exhaust air given by the tracer gas

experiment was 53 Vs. This takes into account the fact that part of
the air that reached the air outlets was recirculated into the living
space.

Table 7.2 Results from the different measurement techniques. The
flow is expressed as Vs, mm/s and the percentage of the
total exhaust air (53 Vs).

Vs (mm/s) (%) Tracer gas Direct Gradient

Normal

Open

33 (0.28) (627o)

45 (0.39) (857o)

27 (0.23) (íLvo)
- 39 (0.34) (747o)

21(0.18) (40vo)

26 (0.22) (497o)
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Vs
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Exhaust Tracer Direct Gradient

Figure 7.3 The øir flow through.the insulation as rrreasured by the
three dffirent methods for the case with norma.I ønd open
inlet terrninø\s.,

If the average of u" over the four columns is a true average over the
roof, 4OVo of the exhaust air actually passed through the dynamic
insulation. Further, of the air that reached the inlet terminals about
SOVohad passed through the insulation. Roots (1994) measured the
thermal behaviour of a dynamic insulation of the OPTIMA type but
built as an external wall. His measurements were performed in a
laboratory. The conclusion from Roots was that about 50Vo of t}:e ait
passed through the dynamic insulation when the "inside" space had
a negative pressure compared with the "ambient" space. When the
air was extracted directly from the inlet terminals, 73Vo of the air
passed through the dynamic insulation. The results from Roots are
thus quite similar to the results as measured in the OPTIMA house.
Figure 7.4 shows u" calculated for the period when the tracer gas
experiments were performed. One can clearly see when the termi-
nals were changed from normal (N) to open (O) position.

gas

¡Normal 6Open
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(mm/s)ue
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930323 930130
Date

930206

Figure 7.4 The 6h øuer(rge u" during the trøcer gøs experirnent. The
times when the terminøls.were open (O) or normal (N) øre
marked in the figure.

7.3 Dynamic IJ value and dlmamic energy
efficiency.

The dynamic U value incorporates the energy savings of the ventila-
tion air. The normal U value for different parts of the roof is set out
in table 7.3:

Table 7.3 U values of the different building components in the roof
and ceiling. The correction is specified in the Swedish

Building Code (1994)
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(TV/m2'C) (rW/m2"C) (rWm2'C) U-value

Ceiling + insulation
Ceiling + insulation +
joists

Ceiling + insulation +
roof
Ceiling + insulation +
roof+ joists

0.134

0.r47

0.03

0,03

0.163

0.r77

Udrynpniz

0.128 0.03 0.158 Ud,yn,o*b

0.140 0.03 o.L7
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The U value is increased when the heat losses through the ceiling
joists are included. The U value for ceiling+insulation corresponds
to U¿yn,a¿¿ which is the dynamic U value when Tou¡ín equation (3.5)

is the attic temperatureTo¿¡;". The U value for ceiling+insulation+roof
corresponds to U¿rn,o-6 which is the dynamic U value when Tou¿ is
the ambient temperature To*6.The average dynamic IJ values
Ud.yn,o*b and U¿ro,o¿¿¿" fot the four columns for the periods 930224-
930420 and 930828-931106 are shown in figures 7.5-6.The dynamic
U value U¿yn,ø*b decreases with increasing insolation since the at-
tic functions as a solar collector. The realistic average U value for
the whole roof is higher than U¿rn,o*6 due to the presence of the
ceiling joists. The theoretical U¿rn from equation (3.7) is
(I ¿, n(u=0 .l9mm/s )=0. 0 5 2 and IJ ¿, n(u=O .L7mmls )= 0. 0 59 W/mzK for
the air flow that was calculated for the spring and autumn respec-
tively.
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Figure 7.5
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The 24h &uerage Ud,yn,attic, Ud.yn,o^b ønd the globøl sun for
the period 930224-930420.
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Figure 7.6 The 24h auerøge Ud.yn,attia Ud'n,o*b ønd the globøl sun for
the period 930828-93 I 106.

The average dynamic enerry effrciency e¿rn for the four columns,
for the periods 930224-930420 and 930828-931106, is shown in fig-
ures 7.7-8. For a dynamic insulation without sunshine exposure the
enerry efficiency can never be above 0.5. The value 0.5 is only reached

for air flows close to zero. The reason t};,at e¿r, was as good as 0.35

when there \Mas no sun is that the air flow in the OPTIMA house

was extremely low. Obviously the roof acted as a solar collector when
ed.yn,amb was above 0.5. Note that this efTiciency only affects the air
that actually passes the insulation. If the previous calculation that
about  OVo of the total inlet air passes the insulation is true, the
total energy efficiency should be e¿rn,¡o¡ = êdyn,ørnb' 0.4 or ed.yn,tot =
L6Vo for the spring period and L77o for the autumn period..
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Figure 7.7 The 24h duera.ge ed.yn,amb, ed.yn,øttic ønd the globøl sun for
the period 930224-930420.
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Figure 7.8 The 24h øuerøge ed.yn,attic, ê¿yn,ømb and the global sun for
the period 930828-93 1 106.
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7.4 Air flow 2h average
Figure 7.9 shows the 2h average air flow for the four columns for the
period 930301-930311.The four columns gave similar results except

column 1 which sometimes gave values up to 5O To};rig}rer. The meas-

urements showed a daily variation of the air flow that increased
with increasing sunshine. This variation was typically = 30Vo of the
average flow with maximum at midnight and minimum at noon, see

frgures 7.9-10. The outside temperature was not identified as re-
sponsible for this variation since the minimum of the temperature
came before the maximum of flow. If the outside temperature had
been responsible for the variation in the air flow this would have
been a non causal behaviour. The only parameter that was in phase

with this variation was the global sun. No other measurement has
confrrmed that this variation actually occurs. However, due to the
positive verification of the model, obvious errors such as bugs in the
program code can most certainly be excluded.
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Figure 7.9 The 2h øuerøge ue,t -uei for the period 930301-930311
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For columns 1 to 4,t}:re distances to the nearest air inlet were:2.4m,
3.4m, 6.5m and 2.7m.It might perhaps be expected that columns I
and 4 would have the highest flow and column 3 the lowest. This is
not the case. Column 1 does give the highest flow, but the other three
do not conform to this theory. It is not possible at this moment to
explain why column I gave such a result. Figure 7.10 shows both
the 2h and 6h average values for u".

u"(mm/s) Sun(W/mz)
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Figure 7.10 The 2h a.nd 6h øuerage u.", ønd the global sun for the
period 930301-930311.

7.5 The dependence of u,on other

Parameters.
The calculated2{h average air flow increased slightly with increas-
ing difference between inside and outside temperature. Both t};Le24}:.

and 2h average air flow decreased with increasing wind speed. No
obvious effect of wind directiòn was found.
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Figure 7.11 The 24h auerage u,e uersu's (T¿n'To*) for the period' 930224'
930420 ønd 930828-93 I 106.
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Figure 7.72 The 2h øuera,ge rre uersus wind speed' for the period 930828-
931106.The results from equation (7.1) ønd (7.2) are also
included,.
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Dynarnic insuløtion

From figure 7.12 ít is clear that the 2h average air flow decreased
slightly with increasing wind speed. A rough estimate is that the
average air flow depends on the wind according to

ue= 0.2(L-0.075Wind) (7.L)

with the wind expressed as (m/s). Söderberg and Fagerstedt (1984)

made detailed theoretical calculations of the sensitivity to wind speed.

From Hedin (1994) most of the parameters used by Söderberg and
Fagerstedt can be estimated. An approximation of the equations of
Söderberg and Fagerstedt for a house similar to the OPTIMA house
is thus:

ue = 0.2(L-0.024\Mind- 0.0097Wind2) (7.2)

It is not possible to verifr equátions (7.1) or (7.2) from figwe 7.I2.
Both equations give reasonable results for the measured wind speeds.

7.6 Tþst with ventilation turned off.
During the period 93022l-930223the ventilation was turned off and
the inlet terminals were closed so that no air could pass through.
Figure 7.13 shows z, calculated for this period. The air flow was
reversed: from 0.2 mm/s downwards to 0.1 mm/s upwards. The total
air flow thus decreased from 23 Us downwards to 10 Vs upwards.
This could be a dangerous situation if the air moving upwards came
from the living space. The air moving upwards could then create
condensation in the insulation. If the air came from outside, this
would only lead to a higher energ'y loss. It is for the moment not
known where the air came from.
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Figure 7.13 The 6h auerøge u" d,uring the period with the uentiløtion
turned off.

7.7 Tþst with the inlet terminals removed
During the period 931109-931123 the inlet terminals were removed.
Figure ?.I-4 shows u" calculated for this period. The air flow increased
from 0.16 to 0.23 mm/s. This means an increase in the total air flow
from 19 to 27 Us,i.e. 8 Vs. This should be compared with the increase
in the total air flow when the inlet terminals were modified to be as

open as possible, which only resulted in an increase of 5 Vs. When
the terminals were completely removed the pressure drop over the
terminals decreased from 12 to 1 Pa. The negative pressure in the
house gradually decreased from 13 to 4 Pa. \Mhen the inlet termi-
nals were removed the air flow was much more sensitive to wind
speed and other disturbances. On. day 9311L5 and during the period
931119-93ll22,the wind was somewhat stronger and also changed

direction many times. Research personnel also visited the house

during this period.

otr
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Figure 7.14 The 2h auerage u" during the period with inlet terminøIs
remoued.

7.8 Inlet air temperature
Figures 7.L5,L6 show t}ne24}l' average inlet temperature for the five
inlet terminals for the whole year 1993. During the period 93022L'
930223 the ventilation system was turned off, see figure 7.12. Tt is
clear from these fi.gures that the minimum inlet temperature was
reached during the first days in January and the the maximum in-
let temperature was reached in May. The inlet temperature was about
two degrees lower than the inside temperature for most of the heat-
ing season. Due to the dynamic insulation, the inlet temperature is
rather high during the summer. Figure 7.17 shows the hourly aver-
age temperature in the house (T¡),the ambient temperature(To*b),
the minimum and maximum temperature in the inlet terminals for
the period 930101-930110. The minima and maxima are taken over
the five inlet terminals. Figure 7.18 shows the same thing for the
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period 930515-930525.The minimum inlet temperature during the
winter was about l-6"C. This occurred when the ambient tempera-

ture was -7'C. The maximum inlet temperature during the summer
was about 29"C. This occurred when the ambient temperature was

27'C.
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Figure 7.15 The 24h auera'ge inlet a,ir temperøture,The ambient tem-
perature and the inside temperature at the four inlets for
the period 930 10 1-930701.
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Inlets, T in (C)

930701 930729 930826 930923 931021 931L18 931216
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Figure 7.16 The 24h auerøge inlet øir tentperature,The ømbient tem-
perøture and the inside temperature at the four inlets for
the period I 3 07 0 I -9 3 1 2 12.

T¿rrlnlet min, Inlet max('C)

930105
Date

Figure 7.17 The hourþ &uerage inlet øir temperøture,The arnbient
temperøture and the inside temperøture at the four inlets
for the period 930101-930110.
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?;, , Inlet min, Inlet max ('C)
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Figure 7.78 The hourly auerage inlet øir temperature,The ambient
temperature and' the insid'e temperøture øt the four inlets

for the period 930515-930525.

Figure ?.I-9 shows the temperature in the inlet terminals for the
period 930301-930311. Note the peaks when there are more sun-

shine, see figure 7.10. It is noticeable that the temperature at inlet 1

does not follow the increase of the other four inlets when the sun
shines. This could indicate that the air that reaches inlet 1 does not
pass through the dynamic insulation but through leaks in the exter-
nal walls.
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Figure 7.19 The 2h a,uerøge inlet air ternperature at the fiue inlets for
the period 93030 1-9303 I L
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Discussion

8 Discussion

8.1 Sensitivity analysis
The mathematical model has been validated against an analytical
and an accurate numerical simulation. Possible errors are to be found

in the estimation of the physical parameters and in the model itself.
The most sensitive parameters ate À', Pa útd L. A LOVo change in
these parameters changes the air flow by about Lovo.T]r,ie direct de-

pendence onp; is zero for the steady state calculation and very small
in the transient calculation. The heat capacity of air po varies only
slowly with the temperature. when the temperature increases 10"c
po decreases 47o. The error in the measurement of.L is estimated as

less than Avo. T]ne temperature dependence of Â is accounted for by
using an estimate from Johansson and Löfström (1992). They also

concluded that ),decreases 57o wlnen p; increases from 18 kg/m3 to
2O kglmï. The error in the temperature measurement was 0.1 K,
with the thermocouples taken from the same series. This results in
an erïor in the air flow of ïVo for the transient calculation and t%o

for the steady state calculation. If one assumes that the errors are

unconelated a linear estimate of the accuracy of the steady state air
flow calculation will be \Vo or +0.015 mm./s, i.e. an accuracy of the U
value calculation of +0.006 W/m2K. The transient calculation will
have a slightly higher erTor. The calculation of successive air flow
variations will however be much more accurate, a relative error <
4þ.T]nerc is some indication that the density of the insulation was

less than 19 kg/m3. This would introduce a systematic underestima-
tion of the air flow. The dependence of Lorr P¡ indicates that this
underestimation of the air flow would be of the order of íVo.
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Dynørnic insuløtion

8.2 Comparison with other methods
The total inlet flow was approximately 53 Vs according to the tracer
gas experiments. The air flow through the dynamic insulation as
measured by the tracer gas, direct and gradient method was 33, 27
and2l Vs respectively.This correspondsto 62Vo,5LVo andAOVo of t}ne
total inlet air. The methods do not measure exactly the same air
flow. The tracer gas method measures all the air that passes from
the attic to the living space regardless of which path the air took. If
the air space over the rypsum board does not have a large leakage
to the ambient air the tracer gas measurement should give the larg-
est air flow of the three methods. The direct measurement over the
inlet terminals does not show whether the air that passes through
the air inlet has actually passed through the insulation. With the
assumption of no large leakage this should give a lower value than
the tracer gas and a higher value than the gradient method.

The gradient method is the only method that directly measures
the air flow which passes through the insulation and should there-
fore give the smallest air flow. The problem with the gradient method
is that the air flow is measured only at four specifrc locations in the
whole attic. We do not know how representative this is for the aver-
age air flow.It is however reasonable to assume that this is the high-
est local air flow in the insulation since the thermocouple columns
were placed in undisturbed loose frll insulation. The presence of ceil-
ing joists and ventilation ducts introduces possible leakage in the
insulation which will shortcircuit the air flow. Such shortcircuits
would reduce the air flow that passes through the insulation. In the
calculations of the total air flow the whole ceiling area of 116 m2 has
been used. The ceiling joists will in fact reduce the effective area
used as dynamic insulation. In view of all this it is highly probable
that the true air flow is lower than the calculated air flow.
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8.3 How to increase the air flow
With the calibration curve for the air inlet it was possible to calcu-

late the flow based on the estimated pressure drop over the air inlet.
The measured negative pressure in the house was between 12 and

18 Pa. The larger part(90vo) ofthe pressure drop occurred over the
air inlet. This corresponded to an air flow through the inlet termi-
nals ranging from 19 to 35 Vs. To make 50-60 Vs pass through the

inlet terminals would require a negative pressure in the building of
30 Pa! There was therefore reason to believe that the inlet termi-
nals were badly designed. This conclusion led to experiments with
modified and removed inlet terminals to test how an air inlet with a

smaller pressure drop would have performed.
When the inlet terminais were modified to be as open as possible

the percentage of the total inlet air passing the insulation increased

to 85Vo (L2l/s),747o(l2Vs) and 49Vo (5 Vs) as measured by the tracer
gas, direct and gradient method. The numbers in parentheses are

the increase measured in Vs. When the inlet terminals were com-

pletely removed the air flow increased by 8 Vs according to the gra-

dient method. This showed that 55vo of t]ne inlet air passed through
the insulation, (with the assumption that the total inlet flow dropped

to 49 Vs during the autumn). Unfortunately, direct measurements
could not be made with removed inlet terminals due to the low air
speed, and the tracer gas experiment did not test this either. In brief,
it seems impossible to increase the part of the total inlet air that
passes the dynamic insulation to more than\SVo of the total inlet air
with the present number of inlet terminals. The tracer gas and di-

rect method reach numbers close to 857o andTSVo wit]¡' modified in-
let terminals.

8.4 Daily variations
The measurements showed a daity variation in the air flow when

the sun was more than 200 Wm2'. This variation was typically *207o

of the average flow with maximum at midnight and minimum at
noon. No other measurement could confirm this, but due to the rig-
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orous testing ofthe mathematical model obvious errors, such as bugs
in the program code, can be excluded. A tentative hypothesis is that
the sunshine creates convection inside the attic that is not notice-
able in the inlet terminals. This could also be the reason that the
energy efTiciency for the insulation and ceiling ed.yn,attic decreases
with insolation and that the dynamic U value for the ceiling and
insulation U d.yn,øttic increases with increasing insolation.
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9 Summary and Conclusion

A nonlinear least squares method for continuous measurement of
the air flow in'dynamic insulation'has been presented. The method
is called thegrødient method to indicate that the temperature gradi-
ents in the insulation are used. The method includes one dimen-
sional transient and steady state calculations ofthe heat transfer in
the insulation. The model was verified by analytical and numerical
simulations. With the use of this method the air flow through an
insulation was continually measured in a single storey one family
house with a living area of 116 m2 during one year (1993). The house

was built at Dalby, Sweden which has a yearly average temperature
of 7.8'C. The exhaust ventilation was about 53 Vs. The air flow
through the dynamic insulation as measured by the gradient method
was 21 Vs or  OVo of t]ne total inlet air. The measurements showed a

slightly higher air flow during the spring that during the autumn.
This result corresponds well with laboratory measurements per-

formed by Roots (1994) where 507o of the inlet air passed through
the insulation. Roots measured an'OPTIMA wall'where the wall
instead of the ceiling was used as dynamic insulation.

Results from a few tracer gas and direct measurements indicated
a higher flow, but this could be expected since the gradient method
is the only method that measures the flow in the insulation itself.
The air fLows as measured by the tracer gas and direct method were
33 and 27 Us or 62Vo and 5L7o of the total inlet air. This indicated
that of the air that came through the inlet terminals SOVo had passed

through the insulation. A problem with the design of the house was

that the pressure drop over the inlet terminals was too high and
that the inlet terminals were too few. However, when the inlet ter-
minals were modified to be as open as possible the flow through the
insulation only increased to SOVo of t}lLe total inlet air. Even when the
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inlet terminals were completely removed, i.e. there were just holes
in the ceiling, the flow through the insulation only increased to about
557o of the total inlet air. The major reason for this low percentage
was that other parts of the house leaked too much air. This is sup-
ported by calculations by Hedin (1994).

The dynamic U value for the insulation was about 0.05 Wmz'C
neglecting the fact that the sun heated the attic during the summer
and also neglecting the ceiling joists. This corresponds to a dynamic
energ:y effrciency for the insulation of 35Vo. This factor should be
multiplied by the fraction of the total inlet air that passed through
the insulation, i.e. AOVo to get the total enerry efficiency for the ven-
tilation system. The total enerry efficiency calculated this way is
147o. Even when heating of the attic by the sun during the spring
and autumn is included this factor only increased to T7Vo.Atheoreti-
cal calculation shows that if lOÙVo of the inlet air passed through the
insulation the total enerry reôovery would be 22Vo which for the
OPTIMA house corresponds to a power saving of 15 W/"C or an en-
ergy saving of 1600 kWlr/year.

The calculated 24}n average air flow increased slightly with in-
creasing difference between inside and outside temperature. Both
t}ae 24}n and 2h average air flow decreased with increasing wind
speed. The reduction was of the same order of magnitude as the
reductions calculated by Södergren and Fagerstedt (1984). No obvi-
ous effect of wind direction was found.

The transient calculation showed a daily variation of the air flow
that increased with increasing sunshine. This variation was typi-
cally * 30Vo of the average flow with maximum at midnight and
minimum at noon. This air flow variation could not be detected in
the inlet terminals.

The inlet air was preheated to about two degrees lower than the
inside temperature for most of the heating season. During the win-
ter the average inlet temperature was about 18'C and during sum-
mer the average inlet temperature was about 22C. The lowest meas-
ured inlet temperature \¡r¡as 15.5'C and the highest measured inlet
temperature was 29"C.

When the ventilation system was turned off and the inlet termi-
nals completely closed the air flow through the insulation changed
from 0.2 mm/s downwards to 0.1 mm/s upwards. This could be a
dangerous situation if the air moving upwards came from the living
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space. The air moving upwards could then create condensation in
the insulation. If the air came from outside this would only lead to a
higher energy loss.

The measurements in the OPTIMA house showed that the dy-

namic insulation could not be justifred by the energJ¡ savings alone.

Howeve4 the inlet air was preheated and filtered and there were

fewer ventilation ducts for transporting the inlet air than would be

needed in a house with a heat exchanger system. This taken to-
gether, makes the dynamic insulation an attractive choice, at least

in theory. In practice the leakage in the rest ofthe house reduced the
enerry saving of the dynamic insulation to about TOVI of the maxi-
mal value and only 4OVo of t};Le inlet air was fïltered by the dynamic
insulation. The general conclusion foom the measurements was that
the dynamic insulation needs a house constructed to much more

exacting standards to work properly.
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Appendix A

AppundixA

This chapter describes one short term and one long term solution to
the transient heat flow equation.

A.L Transient heat flow equation
The air passes through the loose fïll insulation at low velocity (-2
m/s) which permits the use of a simple laminar model. For the mac-

roscopic behaviour it is convenient to describe the loose fïll insula-
tion as homogeneous and isotropic. The transient heat transfer equa-

tion in one dimension is:

(A.1)

with the initial and boundary conditions

T(x,tù = 7û@) T(o,t) = ToG) T(L,t) = Tt(t) (4.2)

where ? is the temperature, Â the heat transfer coefficient for the
insulation , u the air flow positive in the direction of increasirLg rc, Pa

the density of ai4 cotlrre heat capacity of atr, pi the density of the
insulation , c¡the heat capacity of the insulation,L thLe height of the
simulated part of the insulation âld t is the time. The upper part of
the insulation is*=0 and the lower part isr = Z. Equation (4.L) can

also be written:

^ *T@,t)
àxo

ò T(x,t) ðT(x,t)- uPø% ò" = Pici òt ,
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ò27(x,t) -- àT(tc,t) ðT(x,t)a# -dv
òxz ðx òt

where ø (mz/s) is the diffusivity for the insulation. The ratio of con-
vection to conduction is described by (m-1). In equation 4.3 the fol-
lowing parameters are used.

v= tt pocolL a=Llp¡c¡ aY =¿?-oco- (4.4)

A.2 Laplace transform of the equation
The standard approach to solue the transient temperature equation
is to use the Laplace transform in the time domaín.lf f--flx,ú) is an
arbitrary continuous and analytical function the one sided Laplace
transform of /is defined:

P¡C¡

7@,")=L(f(æ,t)) = !¡t*,t)e''t dt (4.5)
0

Here, s is a complex number whose real part is greater than zero,
.Re(s)>O. The Laplace transform of equation (5) is:

or

ry -u'*,",=*þ i@,s)- r(",0))

! fi@,s)*ò2i_(r,s)
a òtc'

(4.6)

(4.7)-n â?(r,s) _
ðx

T(x,O)I
a

where T(x,O) is the temperature profïle ait=0.If this profile is set to
zero one gets:
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(4.8)

This equation has the solution:

T(x,s) = A(s) e"(rn.Jit".<rtzf )
.(rn-,Fr"*rzf ) ,o.n,+ B(s)e

The upper. part of the dynamic insulation is exposed to almost the
ambient temperature and will fluctuate over a 24h period. The lower
part is strongly coupled to the inside temperature and will thus be
more or less constant. It is therefore reasonable to use zero initial
temperature and a temperature step at *=0 but with the tempera-
ture held constant at x=L;

(4.10)

9 ñ(r,s) *òzfr(t,s) - u ðf1",") 
= o(, ðxz ðx

T(O,t) = 7o

T(L,t) = 0

= ?1(0,s) =Ts I s

= i(L,s)=o

After some calculations the solution to (4.9) with boundary condi-
tions (4.10) becomes:

fr@,s)= "xvlz 
To

sinh (L- x s I a+(v /2)2

I sinh s/ø+(v/2)2
(4.11)

where sinh(r) is the hyperbolic function (ex-e'n) 12. The solution in
the time domain can no\ry be calculated.The definition of the inverse
Laplace transform is:

(4.12)

where /@,")must be defined for -o < Re s < o, The solution in the

f(x,t)=vLV@,", = #"Ï; 
t 

7@,s) d,s

O-¿æ

time domain becomes:
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- o+rø
T(x.t\= r l'2ni J.

o_1æ

nst nxvl2 Tb
sinh (L- r s I a+(v /2)2

s sinh s I a+(v /2)2
ds

(4.15)

(4.13)

Based on Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) two possible solutions exist:
one which is based on residue calculation and one which is based on
series expansion of (4.11) into exponents. The residue calculation is
better for longer times and the series expansion is better for shorter
times.

4.3 Long term solution
The residue calculation is relatively straightforward. The integral
(4.13) can be expanded into a contour integral from o-i- tn o+i*
plus a half circle in the left half-plane. The integral on the half circle
will disappear if the circle is large enough. The residue calculus now
states that the solution to this contour integral is the sum of the
residues:

T(x,t)= lRes þ"r 
f<","1 

) (A.14)

The function (4.11) has one pole in s=0:

_ 
sinh (;" o)

Res
s=0

("'t ñ{",Ð)
sinh (v 

"\[2)

This correspond to the steady state solution. There are also poles
where
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sinh (, s I ø+(v /2f -0

that is:

oú on2n2
.s=sn = - 4 ---E-

This results in the residue:

; n=OrLr2r..

sln
nn (L- x)

øy2 or2n2 ß

-I
4' L2

Res
8=gk þ" fr<*,t>)

-COS 

WE
2ann

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.le)

-t n2n2*-*r,ov2

4
d t

e

The integral (4.13) thus becomes (the pole at z=0 is cancelled by the
numerator.):

T(x,t)- 
"x't127

sinh f(¿-r)
2.

r*h l¿
2

ov2 o r2n2 ú sin ffø,-ø+ I(-l)ne tPû n'n

-+-
9nn 2

n=t

The solution is thus the sum of an infinite series. The steady-state
solution is approached for large tz

4
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T(x,*) - 
"xv12

sinrr ](Z-r) ro
nvL _nvx
-¡r -t (4.20)

(4.21)

uL
2

sinh

A.4 Short term solution
The calculation above is not very accurate for short times: t<0.2r.
The shorter the time the greater is the number of terms which must
be included in the sum. The solution (A:11) can be expanded into a
geometric series on which it is possible to perform a direct inverse
transform using standard techniques (Carslaw and Jaeger):

frþc,s)= 
"xvlz 

To
sinh (L- x s / ø+(v /z)2

s sinh L s / a+(v /2)2

"rv 
12 s I ø+(v /2)z -<t -*¡Jit"*<utz>'-ero

s

"L 
J; t "*(, / z)' 

(t - "-, " 
l; r *oæ)

i"^^"*"¡l't".trtz>'
oxv /2

=To"
s

n=0

To
nxv 12

\e-@"t'+zt'-
s lø+(v /2)2

s n=0

The transform of the complementary error function erfc0 will be
used:
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erfc(r)= + l"-\'aE
^ln 

¿

L(erfc(r l2Jat))-"-*ffi
,s

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

The complementary error function can be approximated with :

^.2erfc(x)-^ffi.e-^

r(x,t)= * i[,o r=d-

*"?mLvl2+*v

_ 
"-(2n+2)Lv 

l2+nt

_"-(2n+2)Lv 12

113
I-

x 2x5 4x'

With the use of the complementary error function the solution of
(4.13) becomes:

-?mLv 12 ?mL+ x -vøt
4øt

?mL+ tc +va,t

"14øt

(2n+2)L- x -vat

-W-
(2m+2)L- tc+vat_____w-
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